
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2018 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2018 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At FM station of HYB division on 05.01.2018 while 

pushing back of HBT Empties on Ballast siding from Road 1, one BOBYN wagon No. SE 

700702 – 32038EM 4th wagon from rear, leading wheel of leading trolley derailed at point 

no. 216 KLT 

Cause of the Accident: Released the wagon for traffic without proper ensuring the 

wheel distances within the prescribed limits and slack maintenance of the track. 

Primary Responsibility: 1. The BOXN depot RDM which has released the wagon for 

traffic without proper ensuring the wheel distances within the prescribed limits. 

Secondary Responsibility: P.Way maintenance staff for slack maintenance of track in 

such condition with missed fittings on wooden sleepers. 

Matters brought to Light:  

1. There is no proper checking for freight service wagons to ensure good fettle by the 

staff. 

2. Ballast siding lines needs to be kept with better track maintenance with a more 

frequency  of inspections at supervisory and below level. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. A nominated line with recommended facilities for the maintenance of BOYN wagons 

needs to be provided in the division for the better upkeep. 

2. For the lines where wooden sleepers are still in use, sleepers may be replaced with 

PSC sleepers at least with class-II. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 07.01.2018 train No. ICDS/CS/Goods Loco No. 

28680 with 40+1 left KDP at 02:52 hours, between KDP-RLL of GTL division at KM 

342/4-10 when the train speed was around 65 kmph, a group of wild cows suddenly 

came on the track. BP dropped to zero and train came to a halt, 3 wild cows came under 

the train while other 4 were thrown along the track. 4 wheels of rear trolley of wagon No. 

IRCN BFKA 9825960221, 4TH from Train Engine derailed. There was no obstruction on 

the up line. 

Cause of the accident: Wild cows suddenly came on the track and loco pilot did not 

have adequate reaction time to stop the train. 

Primary Responsible: NIL 



Secondary Responsible: NIL 

Blame worthy: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: High wall should be built at places from where 

there is a high chance of wild animals coming near to or on to the track. 

3. Brief of the Accident ( Derailment): At GZL station of GNT division on 07.01.2018 Light 

Engine NO. 11257/WEM3D/GTL derailed in trap point No. 7A of GZL loco line at about 

04:17 hrs while performing yard shunting movements. Loco Pilot Shri.Siyaram Meena, 

LP/G/NDL and Shri V.Nagewara Rao Naik, ALP/NDL were on duty.  

Cause of the Accident: LP failed to alter the reverser and not responded in time.  

Responsibility: 1. Sri.SIYARAM MEENA LP/G/NDL/GNT   2. SRI V.NAGESWARA RAO 

NAIK, ALP/NDL/GNT 

Matters brought to Light: The pointsman shall not ask LP to come to station through 

walkie talkie to pick up caution order from SM‟s office. Instead of this he should 

personally handed over caution order at Loco only. 

Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

4. Brief of the Accident ( Derailment): At Lallaguda workshop of HYB division on  

25.01.2018 at about 02:00 hours, the Loco shunting staff had proceeded to Feed line .2 

for getting, outgoing coaches of dt.24/01/2018. At Point No. 9, Sri. N. Parasuramulu 

/Tech./Coaching operated the lever of the point and Sri. B. Naga Raju Tech-1./Coaching 

had locked the point and given signal to proceed. Loco moved towards Feed Line 2 and 

the front trolley crossed the Point. The locomotive travelled into Feed line 1 and derailed, 

while the rear trolley crossing the Point No.9.  

 

Cause of the Accident: Due to improper engagement/locking of point, the rear trolley 

deviated from Feed line No.2 and travelled into Feed Line NO.1 and Loco derailed 

Responsibility:  

1. Sri. B. Naga Raju, Tech.I/Coaching 

2. Sri. N. Parasuramulu, Tech./Coaching 

3. Sri. R. Vijay Kumar, Helper/Coaching. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Unusual Incident-trail through): At Guntur Yard of GNT division 

on 01.02.2018, at about 05:23 hrs incoming loco of Train No.18464 was given movement 

from Road 1 to TEL end duly informed the shunter to keep distance for outgoing locos of 

Train No.18464 and given movement for outgoing loco at 05:26 hrs from Road 2 to TEL 

end. Keeping both locos at TEL end, Home signal taken off for Train No.12703 Exp. on 

to Road 4 at about 05:30 hrs. Mean while outgoing AC  LE 25039 /WAP-4/BZA of 18684 

Exp. Passed shunt signal No.56 and Point No.41 trail through. Loco Pilot of 10703 Exp. 

Stopped the train by observing LE in his path at about 05:36 hrs. 

 

Cause of the Accident: Non observance of Shunt signal No. 56 at ‟ON‟ position. 

 



Primary Responsibility: Sri. M.V.VardhanaRao, Sr.shunter/GNT. 

 

Matters brought to Light: NIL 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations: Sri. M.V.VardhanaRao, Sr.shunter/GNT may be 

sent for G&SR Refresher course/Yoga to improve alertness. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Unusual incident-Misc): At BZA station of BZA division on 

6.02.2018, at about 00:55 hrs Train crew of MZCY/N worked with Loco No. 31093/WAG-

9/AQ and trail through point no. 74 near control office in BZA yard by disregarding the 

shunt signal No.91 and stopped the train after travelling a distance of 284.3 meters. 

Cause of the Accident: Disregard of Shunt signal No.91 and passed it at „ON‟ 

Responsibility: 1. Sri.V.G.R.K.RAO, LP/G/BZA depot of SC division     2. SRI T.RAMA 

RAO, LP/G//BZA/ depot of SC division.      

Matters brought to Light::- 

Suggestions and Recommendations: Reception of trains from SC side via through 

yard on main signal movement (Home/starter etc.,) instead of/in addition to shunt signal.

  

7. Brief of the Accident ( Derailment): At MLY station of SC division on 14.02.2018, Empty 

Manuguru rake consisting of 18 coaches was moved from SC to MLY for stabling. The 

Empty rake along with Engine No.18983 WDM-3A/KZJ left SC at 05:20 hours and 

reached MLY Home signal at 05:33 hrs & stopped there as signal was in Danger aspect. 

After some time i.e. at 05:42 hrs Calling On signal was taken off for the Empty rake duly 

setting the line towards EMU Car Shed. After clearing MLY Calling On signal and while 

proceeding to EMU Car shed the Engine derailed in MLY yard i.e. at KM – CS/8 –CS/9A 

on Trap Point No. 25DS at 05.55 hours. 

 

Cause of the Accident: .Passing Shunt signal at “ON” by crew.  

Responsibility: 

Primary: 1. Sri. D.S.Philip, LP/G/SNF/SC  2. Sri.Mukesh Kumar Bairwa, Sr.ALP/SNF/SC 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy:  

1. Loco Inspector who counselled the LP from 01.05.14 to 22.12.17 for not properly 

counselling. 

2. S&T supervisor for faded condition of Stop board & non visibility of letters on Warning 

Board. 

3. P.Way Supervisor for not clearing bushes/branches of trees which were obstructing 

visibility of signal/Board. 

 



Matters brought to Light:  

1. The Loco Pilot was of the opinion that by taking “off” Calling- On signal, he was being 

admitted directly into Car Shed as it is happening at other stations. However, in MLY 

yard, there is a Shunt Signal in between to observe before admission into the line. 

2. Stop Board ahead of Shunt Signal No.29 is not visible due to trees & bushes. The 

stop Board is in complete faded condition. 

3. The Warning Board available on OHE Mast ahead of Stop Board is also not visible 

due to trees & bushes. The letters on the Board is completely not visible.  

  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Warning Board to be provided indication that “FOLLOW SHUNT SIGNAL NO.29 

AHEAD OF CAR SHED”. 

2. Counselling/Learning of Road on all important/frequent shunting stations to all main 

line LP‟s before, they are booked to that location/yard for shunting/stabling of rakes 

specifically for all major yards. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At DHNE yard of GTL division on  16.02.2018 at 

about 11:13 hours, while LE + OMS planned to attach to the 22832 Exp, Shunter  moved 

from Road No. 5 to Road No.1 towards KRNT end and the Loco 13225/GTL  5 Wheels 

derailed  over open trap  No.8A.  

Cause of the Accident:  Non observance of Starter signal No. 26 at  ‟ ON‟ position. 

Primary Responsibility: Sri. K.V.Subramanyeswara Rao, Sr.Shunter/DHNE without 

ensuring signals and passed the Starter signal No. 26 at “ON” and entered into open trap 

Switch No. 8A. 

Matters brought to Light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: A shunt signal may be provided towards KRNT 

end for movement from top point KRNT end to B siding. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of PAU station of NED division conducted on 
7/8.02.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 
a. One or more SWR amendment slips are being issued at a time keeping the first 

work pending and second work in progress.  
b. Acknowledgement from train crew is not being obtained for caution order. On 

06.02.18, out of 56, trains acknowledgement is obtained only for eight trains. 
c. In majority cases, Dy.SSs/Guards are not supervising the reversal of Loco for 

coaching trains as per HQs JPO issued on 23.9.2016 by CTM/G&PP and CRSE. 

While conducting ambush check “Reversal of loco” for train no.12421 (NED-AMSR) 

with loco no.40417/WDP-4/PA, Dy.SS/PAU as well as guard of the train have not 

supervised the shunting. 



d. Frequently trains are running without guard. As per G&SR 4.25.4 “Running of 

Goods train without guard should be avoided as far as possible”. On 07.2.18, 

train no. NMVP/N moved without guard from ADB to PAU even though 3 Goods 

Guards 1) Sri Pradeep KumarGd/ADB, 2) Sri Premjit KumarGd/ADB and 3) Sri B. K 

.Yadav/Gd/ADB are available. 
e. Station Masters are not following the provisions given in the BWMD 8.5d, 8.7b, 8.8c, 

8.9b during PLCT working. 
f. Station Master in-charge is not certifying the entries in TSR daily as per Para 2.9(a) 

in BWM. 
g. ARME (2Coaches +1GS) stabled on stabling line, Loco no.18903/MLY + Pantry car 

no.SC04802 was stabled on AC sick line and on in sick line no.2, 2BCN wagons 

were stabled. Securing was not done as per S.R.5.23 and entries have not been 

made in the „Stable Load Register‟. 
h. At CRU station of NED division, on 27.11.2017 at 0830 hrs S.20 II loop Home signal 

cancelled. As per G.R.3.36, Home signal shall not be put back to ON position except 

to avert accident. 

 
2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 

During the safety audit inspection of PAU station of NED division conducted on 
7/8.02.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

(i) Point No.38B, 1 in 12, FSL, at KM 318/4-5, Laid on 01.06.1997: 

a. RH tongue rail is in worn-out condition.  

b. LH tongue rail in chipped off and became knife edged but no defect was 

recorded in joint inspection of points and crossings on 03.02.2018. 

c. Gauge at TOS, station nos. 2, 3 & 4 on main line is          (-)8mm, (-)7mm, (-) 

6mm & (+)2mm respectively. Cross level on main line is varying from 2RL to 

15RL and on Turn-out side from 8RL to 25RL. 

d. Versines on turn-out side (RH stock rail at station no.1 to 5 - 7mm, 12mm, 

11mm, 15mm & 9mm) and LH tongue rail at station no.1 to 5 (14mm, 5mm, 

24mm,15mm & 10mm) needs to be attended on priority. 

(ii) In Point No.39B- CMS crossing joint gaps are 11mm, 11mm, 10mm & 10mm 

against gapless/zero. 

(iii) Layout of Point No.101EHL and Point No.102B is non-stabdard. Between CMS 

crossing of Point No.101EHL and SRJ of Point No.102B, 1.05m length of rail 

piece is provided (with wide gap of 25mm) due to inadequate length between 

layouts.  

(iv) At CRU station of NED division, Point No.14A –bond wires with exothermic 

welding are provided on CMS crossing at Point No.162A and 161A&B which is 

not permitted. Lead rails are not matching at crossing joint. On CMS crossings as 

a part of design, separate lugs along with pre-drilled holes are provided to 

facilitate connecting S&T bond wires (Ref: CTE/SC Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag 

welding dated 9.3.12 and RDSO‟s Lr.No.CT/RG/Cad weld dt.24.3.11, exo-

thermic welding is permitted only on rails for connecting bond wire up to 35mm2 

wires. Such welding is not permitted on CMS crossings). 



(v) At CRU station of NED division at Point no 14B, where Tongue rails were 

replaced 3 days ago, one tongue rail is already damaged due to hitting by wheel 

flange and there is 2mm gap between tongue rail and stock rail when set to 

reverse side. This is a bad work man ship by PWI, SSE/sig.  

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of PAU station of NED division conducted on 
7/8.02.2018, the following irregularities are noticed. 
a. Block instrument register PAU-CRU 

i. SSE/SIG/PAU monthly inspection schedule of july17 is not covered. 

ii. Tech/Sig/PAU 15days 1st schedule of Aug17 & Nov17 and 2nd schedules are not 

covered.     

b. Block instrument register PAU-MQL  

i. SSE/Sig/PAU monthly inspection schedules of July17 and Jan17 are not covered. 

ii.  Tech/Sig/PAU 15 days 1st schedules of Dec17 and 2nd schedules are not 

covered. 

c. Joint Inspection of  Points and Crossings; 

 The joint inspection for the  last quarter was conducted on  03.02.2018 and the following 

observations are  pending for compliance:- 

I. Reconditioning of tongue rail of Point Nos. 45A(RH) and 42(LH). 

II. One bolt of Ist William stretcher bar of Point No. 42(RH) is broken. 

III. A  length of 105mm of tongue rail (RH) of point no.38B is chipped off. 

 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
i. CREW LOBBY of PAU 

a. 10 hours implementation - For the month of November‟2017 is 86.15%, 

December‟2017 is 87.25% and January‟2017 is 82.41%. With the co-operation of 

operating department, 10 hrs implementation percentage should be increased.  
b. While perusing the signing „ON/OFF‟ register, on25.1.2018,  Sri E. Vijaya Kumar, 

LP/G/ADB who worked the  train no.57554 signed, „OFF‟ at 12.20 hrs. Again he 

signed „ON‟ at 18.20 hrs.  to work 57551 passenger, which shows that he is 

under rest. Without Knowledge of control office/CCC, he inter changed his duties 

with originally booked LP, which is violation of GR2.08. (1).Division should 

conduct enquiry and suitable D&AR action should be taken against the 

defaulters. Designated shift CCs are not posted, ALPs are working as shift CCs. 

Selection should be conducted as early as possible. 
ii. Footplate inspection  of train 17641 Ex;KCG-NZB, 

a. As per T.409,which was issued at KCG, between BMO-GDPL  from 606/0-

601/0,”whistle freely, stop if required” is imposed and  reason mentioned is that 

RVNL staff working for double line .But speed restriction is not mentioned and for 

5KM without  speed restriction, which is not correct. 

b. From GDPL-MED, double line working under progress but   sturdy fencing is not 

available .As per Railway board letter number “No.2015/CE-II/TK/14 dated 



30.12.2015 sturdy fencing is required. Same is mentioned in Para No.826 of 

Chapter VII of the IRPWM. 

iii. Night Footplate inspection of train no.17014 Exp. Ex. VKB-BIDR 

a. VKB UP direction T/Loop board Retro-Reflective to be provided. 

SSPD, UP Home calling-ON warning board was in faded condition. To be 

repainted. 

b. Between MRF-KOHR at KM 43/0-6,50KMPH, CD available. But caution indication 

board, Speed Indication board, T/P and T/D Retro-reflective boards to be 

provided. 

 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
C&W DEPOT/PAU 

a. BCN/ADB empty Goods train arrived on PF No.3 line at 13.55hrs. Sri Narendra 
Kumar, Goods Guard/PAU sign „on‟ at 12.30hrs. In BV No. WR 85080 460111, 
pressure gauge is not provided and continuity test was not conducted by Guard who 
joined at PAU. Guard was having „Midlands screw type BP pressure gauge‟ which is 
not suitable to the Quick coupler in the Brake van hence Guard could not fit it. Most 
of the times Guards are facing this problem for fitment of the gauge. One needs to be 
modified either Brake van quick coupler which suites to all gauges or gauge, which 
suits all brake vans. 

b. Pit line:-Pit line occupation timing of Train No.17610 (PAU-PATNA) express for 

primary maintenance is less against prescribed 6 hours. Division should give 
prescribed time for rake maintenance for better maintenance 

****



  

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

Pay special attention after passing permanent way gangs on line or a 
manned level crossing gate to see whether any danger signal is being 
exhibited by them, warning the Loco Pilot /Assistant Loco Pilot of a danger 
of an accident. (S.R.4.41.2)  
 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
When passing a manned level crossing, the Guard shall look back to see if any 
signal is given by the Gateman to indicate that anything is wrong with the train. 

(S.R.4.43)  

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 
Do not interfere with points, signals and track circuits after the 
signals are cleared for movements.(No. 3 of Do not for S&T staff of 
Appendix XI-Interlocking) 

 
 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
Shall promptly report to the Engineer-in-charge all accidents to, or 
defects in the way or works, which he considers likely to interfere 
with the safe running of trains, at the same time taking such action 
as may be necessary to prevent accidents. (G.R.15.02 (b)) 

 


